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Ocean Freight inbound to port of Rotterdam (RTM):

FCL Handling Charges:

Terminal Handling Charges (THC) 235,00€   per container 

International ship and port facility security code (ISPS) 35,00€     per container 

Delivery order (D/O) 55,00€     per Bill of Lading (BL)

Handling Fee 45,00€     per Bill of Lading (BL)

(rates based on BL assigned to ViaEnsign or handling partner of ViaEnsign, in situation of container handover other charges applicable)

Trucking Charges from port to ViaEnsign (partner) e-fulfillment/warehouse Rotterdam:

Container Trucking 275,00€   per container 

(rate including Diesel surcharge)

LCL Handling Charges:

Unloading&CFS Costs 48,00€     Weight/Measurement (Min. 2 W/M)

Storage Fee after 3 days (first 3 days free of storage) 8,00€        Weight/Measurement/Day

LCL Handling Fee 45,00€     Per Bill of Lading (BL)

Trucking Charges from LCL depot to ViaEnsign e-fulfillment/warehouse Rotterdam:

1 europallet 66,00€     

2 europallets 87,00€     

3 europallets 113,00€   

4 europallets 134,00€   

5 europallets 149,00€   

6 europallets 175,00€   

7 europallets 175,00€   

8 europallets 195,00€   

9 europallets 207,00€   

10 europallets 207,00€   

Diesel surcharge based on trucking rate 15% (subject to change per month)

Customs Clearance charges:

Bonded document (T-1) 35,00€     Per Document

Customs clearance, company in The Netherlands 65,00€     Per Clearance (1 hs code)

Export Documents 50,00€     per export shipment

Customs Fiscal clearance in name of company in EU 100,00€   Per Clearance (1 hs code)

Additonal HS code (first 2 HS codes Free) 8,00€        Per additional HS code

Assistance at Customs Check (only in case of check) 40,00€     Per Customs check

Gas Measurement of Container 85,00€     Per Basic Gas Measurement

(Gas Measurement is Basic, if any gas measured the degassing & additional measurement costs will be 

invoiced + €45,00 handling Fee)

“All quotations & transactions are subject to the Dutch Fowarding Conditions (Fenex) latest version,  which limits or exempt 

ViaEnsign BV’s liability”.  https://www.fenex.nl/app/uploads/2020/10/NEDERLANDSE-EXPEDITIEVOORWAARDEN-EN.pdf

Products are stored for account and risk of the principal who shall arrange insurance for his products. ViaEnsign BV uses third parties 

 for the handling/storage/distribution and the conditions of these partners are applicable on the provided services via these partners.

On request a copy of these conditions can be provided.
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Airfreight inbound to airport of Amsterdam (AMS):

Airfreight handling charges:

Terminal handling Fee at airport 0,18€        per KG (minimum €50)

Airport Trucking to warehouse 0,12€        per KG + Basic Charge of €35,00

Handling charges 45,00€     per AWB

Sorting Costs (when Mawb contains 2 or more hawb) 0,04€        per KG

Palletize on Europallets for Amazon deliveries by Truck 15,00€     per pallet incl. shrink wrap

Pick-up collection costs by Third party: 25,00€     <1000kg

(in case of trucking service) 40,00€     <2000kg

(in case of DPD by ViaEnsign Free of Charge) 60,00€     <3000kg

80,00€     <4000kg

100,00€   <5000kg

120,00€   up to Full Truck Load

Costs only if applicable:

Storage charges  (2 days free) 0,07€        per KG per day

Trucking charges to e-fulfillment/warehouse Rotterdam 0,15€        per KG + Basic Charge of €35,00

Diesel surcharge 15% over the trucking charges and

subject to change per month

In case of shipping Dangerous good a surcharge on top of above charges of:

Terminal handling Fee at airport 0,14€        per KG (minimum €75)

Airport Trucking to warehouse 50,00€     On top of the Trucking charges

Storage charges  (no days free) 0,10€        per KG (minimum €50)

Trucking charges to e-fulfillment/warehous Rotterdam 75,00€     additional over the standard 

trucking charge

- The delivery is based on working days between 08:00am and 17:00pm

- Fuel surcharge changes per month and can be advised at the first day of the new month

- Trucking rates are based on europallet or blockpallet size (no overized or other dimensions)

- Value added Logistics per man labour hour €35,00 per hour or part of hour

Customs Clearance charges:

Bonded document (T-1) 35,00€     Per Document

Customs clearance, company in The Netherlands 65,00€     Per Clearance

Customs Fiscal clearance in name of company in EU 100,00€   Per Clearance

Additonal hs code (first 2 HS codes Free) 8,00€        Per HS code

Assistance at Customs Check (only in case of check) 40,00€     Per Customs check

“All quotations & transactions are subject to the Dutch Fowarding Conditions (Fenex) latest version,  which limits or exempt 

ViaEnsign BV’s liability”.  https://www.fenex.nl/app/uploads/2020/10/NEDERLANDSE-EXPEDITIEVOORWAARDEN-EN.pdf

Products are stored for account and risk of the principal who shall arrange insurance for his products. ViaEnsign BV uses third parties 

 for the handling/storage/distribution and the conditions of these partners are applicable on the provided services via these partners.

On request a copy of these conditions can be provided.
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e-Fulfillment / Warehouse Charges:

e-Fulfillment / Warehouse Inbound Charges:

Unloading 20 ft container 275,00€   (max 600 boxes loose loaded)

Unloading 40 ft container 350,00€   (max 800 boxes loose loaded)

For container above 800 boxes 25,00€     per 50 additional boxes

Unloading/receiving pallets from container or truck 4,00€        per Pallet (see minimums)

(FCL and FTL minimum €100,-  For LTL minimum €25,-)

Put Pallets in Stock (loose cartons also will be on pallets) 1,50€        per Pallet

e-Fulfillment / Warehouse Storage Charges:

Storage volume 0 - 10 pallets 3,00€        per pallet / per week

Storage volume 11 - 50 pallets 2,50€        per pallet / per week

Storage volume > 50 pallets 2,00€        per pallet / per week

Warehouse Management System setup 200,00€   First time initial setup (1 time)

(based on pallets Europallets 120x80cm suitable for storage in racks)

(minimum storage Fee which will be invoiced is €25,00 per month)

e-Fulfillment / Warehouse Outbound Charges:

Full pallet picking 4,00€        per pallet

Picking single box/parcel 3,50€        per order

If multiple boxes/parcels in 1 order then per box 0,50€        additional per box/parcel

Order Administration Fee 12,50€     per order

Labeling 0,50€        per Label

Shrink wrap 4,00€        per Pallet

Strapping 12,50€     per pallet

Loading of truck with full pallets 4,00€        per Pallet

Buying Pallet (Euro or Industrial pallet) 8,00€        per pallet (can fluctuate )

Value added logistics per man labour hour 35,00€     Per hour or part of hour

- Packaging Material can be arranged and agreed based on requirements

- Stock count 1 time per year Free, for any other stock count can be done on request and will be

charged per VAL hour

“All quotations & transactions are subject to the Dutch Fowarding Conditions (Fenex) latest version,  which limits or exempt 

ViaEnsign BV’s liability”.  https://www.fenex.nl/app/uploads/2020/10/NEDERLANDSE-EXPEDITIEVOORWAARDEN-EN.pdf

Products are stored for account and risk of the principal who shall arrange insurance for his products. ViaEnsign BV uses third parties 

 for the handling/storage/distribution and the conditions of these partners are applicable on the provided services via these partners.

On request a copy of these conditions can be provided.


